
Open and flexible Scada/HMI software
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Guaranteeing constant production process information

flow in real-time from field sensors to monitoring, control

and analysis systems is imperative to every company who 

want to manage modern production plants effectively, improve

efficiency and increase business. Movicon™ 11 is the best

solution available today for all companies needing to develop

and maintain supervisory control application, user interface

and data acquisition software. The exclusive “XML-Inside”

technology is the revolutionary Movicon™ 11 innovation that  

offers an all-rolled-into-one development environment for 

managing HMI, Scada, Soft-Logic and statistical production 

data analysis applications.  This will enable design engineers 

to reduce developing times to the minimum and provide users 

with powerful, open, flexible, easy to maintain

solutions.

The Movicon™ 11 technology is the excellence of Scada/

HMI platforms, with unrivalled openness, simplicity and

performances. The only one of its kind completely based on

XML standards and emergent technologies such as the Web

Services, SVG graphics, OPC, SQL, ODBC, .Net and the Java

technology used for Web Client solutions. Movicon™ 11 is a

standard software for all those operating in the industrial

automation, remote control, utilities and building automation.

A truly universal Scada/HMI platform, independent from

hardware, adaptable and deployable absolutely anywhere,

wherever. Movicon™ offers an all-in-one platform deployable

at all levels whether HMI operator panels and/or

mobile devices based on WinCE, or Personal Computers in

big industrial plant systems with client/server redundancy

architecture and with connectivity to any PLC, network and

industrial or civil fieldbus. Your company’s success depends

on how open and independent your applications are and the

time and resources spent in developing them. 

The open and flexible Movicon™ 11
architecture is the Scada/HMI 
solution with applicability in all 
automation sectors
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Windows CE
HMI Touch Panels

Windows 7 Embedded
HMI Touch PC

Windows 7 
Supervision (SCADA)

Windows 2008 Server
Historian / Analysis

Windows / Linux
Web Client

Windows Mobile
Web Client

JavaPhones
Web Client

Windows Mobile
Client

MES/ERP

Not only does Movicon™ 11 provide you with a vast variety of

tools for creating powerful visualization and control projects

within a few clicks, it also incorporates the most innovative

technologies to enable easy application integration with the

entire world, both in distributing information towards

enterprise information management systems (MES, ERP),

and distributing information to local or remote Clients across

the web. Your plant system can be accessed safely from

any part of the world and with any platform using the

true “Web-enabled” architecture that exploits the Java 

multi-platform and security  technology. 

Deploying Movicon™ 11 will enable you to realize any type of

supervision application, be it simple or complex, without

compromising a thing. From I/O control to local HMI and

visualization systems, from powerful Scada supervision and

control applications to data acquisition and analysis systems

for managing and optimizing productivity, and pager systems

for notifying on-call duty personnel by remote control.

Web-enabled management to/from anywhere: just the one

information flow with open and secure multi-system

connectivity created with just the one development platform.

System integration is finally a reality that can now be achieved 

with Movicon™ 11.

Being flexible is a major requirement in modern automation.

Flexible means adapting quickly to client demands without

sacrificing work and know-how accomplished. This is where

Movicon™ 11 can highly guarantee protection of your 

investments simply because this all-rolled-into-one software 

deployed in your company will satisfy all your automation 

application needs. This means from Control level (PLC, HMI) 

right through to Scada/MES Enterprise levels.  Movicon™ 11 

is a real flexible platform, capable of adapting to all modern 

automation application typologies. This characteristic is very 

important because by having just the one visualization and 

control software in your company to fulfill every need will 

enable you to reduce costs and time in terms of learning, 

upgrading and personnel training. 

The revolutionary Movicon™ 11 gives another meaning to 

industrial supervision concepts. 
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The software engineering costs of an automation project alone

can estimate to over 80% of the total expenditure for an average

construction job. This is reason enough to use planning tools

capable of reducing development times correlated with expert

support and technical help services to protect your investment.

Based on the modern concepts of innovation, Movicon™ 11  is 

purposely designed to provide all this. The extensive Research 

and Development of Progea combined with vast experience in 

supervision software, has enabled them to achieve the most 

cutting-edge quality and technology available in today’s world of 

 We can help you do it in less time
software for industrial automation. Progea’s mission to provide 

an all-in-one platform is now a company standard realized in 

Movicon™ 11, where ideas and innovations merge together to 

become a concrete technological baseline. These technological 

innovations will enable  you to reduce your software ownership 

costs (training, support and maintenance). The  Movicon™ 11 

especially designed and intuitive tools will drastically  reduce 

development and application debug times. These are essential to 

any company who use Scada/HMI systems and who also need to 

keep work safe and protected. 

4
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Scalability
Movicon™ 11 is an all-in-one software platform from

Windows ™ 8 (Win32/64) to Windows ™ CE. Only one platform

is all you’ll ever need in your company whether it be for 

micro applications in HMI terminals or /and medium-large 

‘enterprise’ supervision applications for process and 

manufacturing plants. 

Openness
Movicon™ 11 is completely based on XML.  Projects are simple 

XML files, which can be opened and edited with any other 

Editor.  Fully open to integration and customization with the 

world of Windows™ applications.  Projects can be grouped in 

hierarchical structures, distributed and shared.  

Security
Movicon™ 11 guarantees maximum data security. Even though 

based on XML, the projects can still be encrypted with 128 

bit coding algorithms. The platform is FDA 21 CFR Part 11 

compliant for creating FDA ready applications with great ease. 

The User and Password manager guarantees safe access by 

providing  1024 levels and/or16 areas. The built-in Redundancy 

feature also makes Movicon™ 11 ideal for ‘mission critical’ 

applications . 

Standards
Movicon™ 11 is completely based on standard technologies to 

ensure that your investments are safeguarded.  The XML, ODBC, 

OPC, VBA, SOAP, Web Services, TCP-IP and SQL technologies 

are all built-in to guarantee easy data access and transparency.

Excellent Graphics with Multitouch
Movicon™ 11 offers a vertorial Graphics engine based on 

SVG (Scalable Vectorial Graphics), with graphics that not 

only support multi-touch but are independent from screen 

resolutions as well.  A great variety of libraries have been 

provided containing a huge range of preconfigured objects and 

symbols that can be customized using the Power Template 

technology as well. 

Performances
11

technology and optimized real-time 

data concepts.  The historical logging features offer open, 

performing and reliable solutions. 

Connectivity
Movicon™ 11 has a native library containing a complete range of 

communication drivers. The come with all the necessary 

features that include an automatic Tag importer, remote 

connectivity via modem, multi-station concept for point-to-point 

protocols, bridging concept for teleservices in PLCs and instant 

cable testing. The drivers guarantee full configurability with 

the option to customize communication on event.  The SDK and 

”Shared Memory” driver guarantee openness for creating your 

own drivers autonomously. 11 also includes a free 

driver library and full connectivity via OPC either as Client or as 

Server.

Very Efficient Networking
Movicon™ 11 has sophisticated Networking technology that is 

capable of instantly connecting any HMI or Scada station with 

one another in the same  network. Any Movicon application can 

be a network server for other stations, (WinCE or Win8).  Client 

stations can be connected to within a few clicks. Efficiency and 

performances are guaranteed by event-driven technology and 

other emergent and multiplatform technologies such as SOAP 

(Simple Object Access Protocol) and SOA (Service Oriented 

Application).  Movicon™ projects can be used as Server and 

Client indifferently or both simultaneously.  Client projects can 

also be distributed and run locally on the client while residing 

on the main server. The Movicon™ networking is adaptable to any 

enterprise network integration according to network administrator 

requirements: TCP-IP as well as UDP and HTTP protocols are also 

supported. The networking feature automatically manages remote 

connections via RAS. Movicon™ 11 integrates the Web Services  

technology, consenting information distribution support to public 

networks (over the internet).

Web-enabled Architecture
Movicon™11 offers the best Web Client technology. Due to its

innovative architecture based on JAVA and APP for iOS and

Android, access to the server is instant using internet browsers

on any PC platform, smartphone or Tablet (i.e. iPhone, iPAD,

Android, Blackberry). Multiuser, bi-directionality and security

are all guaranteed to enable cost reductions and maintenance

as well. The servers are scalable from Windows™ 8 to

Windows Embedded and Windows ™ CE.

SoftLogic IEC 61131-3
Movicon™ 11 integrates the Logicon SoftPLC to guarantee an

all-rolled-into-one programming environment both on

SCADA/HMI side and SoftPLC side. This means that by using just

the one editor you only need to synchronize just the one Tag DB 

which will save you time in development while making a 

significant enhancement to system potentiality.  The SoftLogic 

has a powerful programming environment consisting of 5 

IEC1131 languages, powerful debug and documentation 

functions and deterministic and real-time runtime for both 

Win32 and WinCE.
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The  workspace is the result of intense research in software ergonomics with the aim to accomplish a product 

that is simple and a pleasure to use. drastically  because every imaginable tool and 

functionality is available and ready-to-use at hands reach within the one same environment.   outshines any 

other product currently available on the market for its  and intuitivity with intelligent Editors, integrated 

auto-configurators and Tag importer tools.

Design engineering need no longer be a chore but a pleasure and immediate with   Get great visual impact 

within a few clicks and be rest assured that your investments are safeguarded.
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Extreme simplicity-of-use

Configurable Workspace

Easy-mode configuring

Refactoring

Enhanced Cross Reference

Projects based on XML and open

Object-oriented Programming

Symbol Libraries and Templates.  Power Templates© 

 
 

Distributed project planning

Ms Visual Source Safe™

System explicitly designed

Free I/O Drivers included

Powerful On-Line Debugger

“On Line” project modification

 

Simple, complete and intuitive, 
designed for fast project engineering



Powerful graphics account 
for better application intuitivity 
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Vectorial Graphics Editor

Real object and symbol oriented programming,

Screens visualized in hierarchical tree structure

Dynamic Property Explorer

Import-Export vectorial symbols

Toolbox

Supports all bitmat graphics files

Analog viewer library integrated

Powerful animation graphics
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Complete set of functions,

Library rich in pre-built symbol graphics

Exclusive Power Templates© technology,

Auto-resizing to screen or window

Built-in support to multi-monitor systems.

Graphical object XML structure

 
Graphics Editor for managing menus

Support to Symbol heredity and Alias technology.          

Supports different Windows

Built-in native objects
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Analysing, Filtering, Order by 

SM
S

Voice

E-M
ail

Fax

Alarms 
Manager

Alarms 
Dispatcher

Alarms
Display

Commands on Event

Historical 
Log

DownTime
Analyzer

Monitoring, Archiving, Notifying and 
Analyzing: You couldn’t ask for more



Statistical Analyzer

Alarm Dispatcher

Programmed Maintenance and 
instant guidelines 
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Data Loggers 
 

Recipes

 

Process data encryption and safe 
storage in your preferred relational 
database

Real Time 
Database

Trends,
Reports

ODBC IMDB

PLC

SQSQSQLLL SeSeServrvrvererer
OOrOrOracacaclellele

MyMy SSQLQL..

XML or
Crypted

Files



Report Designer
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Trends and Data Analysis
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11

OPC Technology 

Networking Supremacy 

 

RealTime I/O ODBC Link 

Integration and SDK Openness
11
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11 

11 

User Management
11

FDA CFR21 Part11 & GAMP5
 11

Redundancy (Hot Backup)
11

  

User Access

Commands Audit TrailEletctr. Signature

LoLog g OnOn
1021024 L4 Leveevelsls, 1616 ArAreaseas
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Schedulers 
 

Event Objects

Touch Screen and Multitouch

11 

Keyboard Management

11 

Scaling and Statistics in Tags
 

An Editor rich in functionalities and 
objects means writing less code and 
less time spent in developing projects



Menu editor

Speech Recognition
 

IP Camera support 

11

Project Upload 

Windows Services Support 
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VBA Language 
11

11 

Expression Generator 
11

Logic Language 
11

 11

11

 11

Synapsis Language 
11
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Just the  one software for flexible 
and scalable applications



Hardware independency

  

Machine information integration in 
enterprise-wide networks

Power Enhancement 

11 

Cost Effectiveness

 

Remote Control and Teleservices 

Web Client built-in

Movicon CE Advantages

Win 32
Movicon

Development

Windows CE
Runtime

XML Files
Debugger, 
File Transfer

Drivers

Fieldbus, PLC, 
Controllers

Client/
Server

Web
Client
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Truly Web-based Architecture

Unrivaled Potentiality over the Web 

All Movicon™ projects are run on Win64, 
Win32 and WinCE using the powerful Web 
Client solutions

Movicon Runtime
Win32/64/WinCE

Web
Server

Applet JAVA

Blackberry,
 Symbian

iPhone/iPad,
Android

Web Client

XML
Files

HTML Page
Self-generated

Midlet  JAVA APP

PC Browsers
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Lightweight Multi-platform 
Architecture 

 

 

 
 

Secure Architecture 

Server Scada/HMI
Win32

Server HMI
WinCE

Movicon Web Client
Internet Browser
Java J2SE

Movicon Web Client
Pocket PC

Windows Mobile

Movicon Web Client
SmartPhone

Windows Mobile

Movicon Web Client
MobilePhone
Java J2ME

Internet

Web Client features 
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